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“Long and Strenuous Duties in
France”
Neurasthenia and Nervous Debility among
Canadian Nursing Sisters during the First
World War
A R IA N E G AU T H I E R
Abstract : This article endeavours to understand the strenuous
circumstances which caused neurasthenia and nervous debility in
Canadian nursing sisters during the First World War. By examining the
treatment they received for their condition at the Canadian Red Cross X
Special Hospital and at Northwood Hospital for Sick Sisters in Buxton,
this article also explores how Canadian medical authorities handled the
nurses’ treatment and momentarily challenged previous conceptions
concerning mental illness in women.

W

erupted in the summer of 1914,
the shocking casualty toll experienced by the British Army
during its first month of action revealed the dire necessity to further
develop its overwhelmed medical services. Nearly 3,000 Canadian
nursing sisters were recruited throughout the war to further enhance
medical support. The majority found themselves alternating between
France and England, treating the wounded from the Western Front.
Due to frequent poor weather, Canadian nurses had to battle
nature as much as a patient’s festering wound. The less-than-ideal
sanitary conditions and intense flow of mutilated soldiers made for an
exceptionally stressful environment. As the war dragged on, further
cause for trauma developed as a result of deliberate enemy attacks on
military hospitals, which were protected by the Geneva Convention
of 1906 forbidding attacks on medical facilities.
hen the first wor ld war
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Unable to carry on, some nurses mentally and emotionally
broke down. The designation for their diagnosis varied, but medical
authorities generally referred to it as “nervous debility,” sometimes
denoted as “neurasthenia.” It is impossible to know how many
nursing sisters suffered from neurasthenia during the First World
War as many likely went undiagnosed or their symptoms unrecorded.
It is possible, however, to examine the experiences of a small group
of nurses who were treated at the Canadian Red Cross X Special
Hospital in 1918. A number of ailing nursing sisters were sent to
the Canadian Red Cross X Special Hospital (CRXSH) in Buxton,
Derbyshire, located about thirty kilometres southeast of Manchester.
Established on 20 March 1916, and later officially inaugurated on
11 August of the same year, this hospital was originally intended to
treat rheumatism and rheumatic fever but, by 1917, became one of the
best military convalescent hospitals to treat various sicknesses of the
mind, such as shell shock and neurasthenia. While most of its beds
were reserved for wounded and traumatised soldiers, the CRXSH
also had room for up to thirty-five Canadian nursing sister patients
at the facility’s annex called the Northwood Hospital for Sick Sisters,
named after the residence in which it was established.
The present article endeavours to understand the strenuous
circumstances which brought about neurasthenia and nervous
debility in Canadian nursing sisters during the First World War
and the treatment they received for their condition at the CRXSH
and Northwood through a case study of the nurse-patients admitted
in 1918 with a nervous debility. Historians have largely denounced
the paternalistic narrative surrounding the historic interpretation of
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Canadian nursing sisters,1 analysed their service experiences2 and
studied their contributions to military medicine and public health.3
Few studies have focused strictly on the declining state of some of the
Canadian nursing sisters’ mental health.4
Information pertaining to Northwood and the ways in which it
functioned, located at Library and Archives Canada, are scarce and
vague because record-keepers included details of its operations among
records pertaining more generally to the CRXSH. It is not always
clear what surviving information concerning the CRXSH can equally
apply to Northwood nor whether Northwood’s primary purpose was
See Kathryn M. McPherson, Bedside Matters: The Transformation of Canadian
Nursing, 1900-1990 (Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1996); Kathryn M.
McPherson, “Carving Out a Past: The Canadian Nurses’ Association War Memorial,”
Histoire sociale/Social History 29, 58 (1996): 417-30; Mélanie Morin-Pelletier, Briser
les ailes de l’ange: Les infirmières militaires canadiennes (1914-1918) (Québec:
Athéna Éditions, 2006); Meryn Stuart, “Social Sisters: A Feminist Analysis of
the Discourses of Canadian Military Nurse Helen Fowlds, 1915-18,” in Place and
Practice in Canadian Nursing History, ed. Jayne Elliott, Meryn Stuart and Cynthia
Toman (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 2008); Linda J. Quiney,
“Gendering Patriotism: Canadian Volunteer Nurses as the Female ‘Soldiers’ of the
Great War,” in A Sisterhood of Suffering and Service: Women and Girls of Canada
and Newfoundland during the First World War, ed. Sarah Glassford and Amy Shaw
(Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 2012); Nancy Martin, “‘The Roses
of No Man’s Land(?)’: Femininity, Female Identity, and Women on the Western Front,”
Journal of International Women’s Studies 13, 6 (2012): 5-17; and Dianne Dodd,
“Commemorating Canadian Nurse Casualties During and After the First World War:
Nurses’ Perspective,” in Handbook on the Global History of Nursing, ed. Patricia
D’Antonio, Julie A. Fairman and Jean C. Whelan (London: Routledge, 2013).
2  
See G. W. L. Nicholson, Canada’s Nursing Sisters (Toronto: Samuel Stevens,
1975); Geneviève Allard, “Les infirmières militaires canadiennes pendant la Première
Guerre mondiale” (MA thesis, University of Laval, 1996); Christina Bates, Dianne
E. Dodd and Nicole Rousseau, ed., On All Frontiers: Four Centuries of Canadian
Nursing (Ottawa: University of Ottawa Press, 2005); Susan Mann, ed., The War
Diary of Clare Gass, 1915-1918 (Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queen’s University
Press, 2000); Susan Mann, Margaret Macdonald: Imperial Daughter (Montreal
and Kingston: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2005); Katherine Dewar, Those
Splendid Girls: The Heroic Service of Prince Edward Island Nurses in the Great War
(Charlottetown: Island Studies Press, 2014); Denyse Perreault, “Les oiseaux bleus,”
Perspective infirmière 11, 5 (2014): 20-21; and Katherine Dewar, Called to Service:
Georgina Pope (Charlottetown: Island Studies Press, 2018).
3  
See Mélanie Morin-Pelletier, “Héritières de la Grande Guerre: Les infirmières
militaires canadiennes durant l’entre-deux-guerres” (PhD dissertation, University of
Ottawa, 2013); and Cynthia Toman, Sister Soldiers of the Great War: The Nurses of the
Canadian Army Medical Corps (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 2016).
4  
Christine E. Hallett, “Portrayals of suffering: perceptions of trauma in the writings
of First World War nurses and volunteers,” Canadian Bulletin of Medical History
27, 1 (2010): 65-84.
1  
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to care for neurasthenic or physically ailing nursing sisters, though
it ultimately did both. The nominal roll of nursing sister patients
admitted to the hospital only noted those suffering from physical
problems, such as illnesses or injuries, and omitted mention of those
admitted for nervous debilities. Rather, details of the causes of and
treatment for their nervous debility diagnosis were in the personnel
files.5 The names of fifteen nurses mentioned in the hospital’s war
diary during the year 1918—a year during which mass mobility had
returned to what had been a stagnant war on the Western Front
since the end of 1914—and whose personnel files indicated they
had been admitted to the hospital in Buxton the same year for a
nervous debility were retained for this study (see Table 1). Though
the hospital had been treating ailing nursing sisters since 1916, this
study focuses on admissions in the year 1918 because it allows for
the examination of the culmination of stresses to which the nursing
sisters had been subjected from the start of their service. This allows
for a more nuanced understanding of what could have caused their
neurasthenia or nervous debility.
Through the study of fifteen Canadian nurses-patients, this
article deepens the understanding of Canadian nurses’ wartime
experiences. The personnel files of the afflicted Canadian nursing
sisters allow for a detailed portrait of the circumstances through
which they developed their nervous debility and offer insight into the
male medical officers’ perspective of their nurse-patients. These files
are complemented by the written and recorded testimonies of other
Canadian nursing sisters. The recordings of Nursing Sisters Edna
N. Howey and Mabel L. Rutherford, effected by Margaret Allemang
for the Canadian Nurses of World War I: Oral History Programme
from 1976 to 1982, catalogue their lives with special attention to
their involvement in the war. Written accounts include the diaries
and letters of Nursing Sisters Marion Isabel Wylie, Helen Fowlds and
Luella Denton in which they document their daily work, frustrations
and anxieties. These testimonies serve to illustrate the nurses’
perspective by relaying direct experience and sharing the reality of
their lives at war.

Nominal rolls: Nursing sisters, Buxton, RG 9 III-B-2, vol. 3738, file 9-32-19,
Library and Archives Canada (hereafter LAC).
5  
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Table 1: Overview of the fifteen nursing sisters admitted to Northwood in 1918*
Name

Birth Date

Service

Theatres

Admission(s)

28 Jun. 1890

8 Nov. 1915 – 14
Apr. 1919

England &
France

21 Jun. 1918 –
4 Jul. 1918

Debility

Georgia Ferris

11 Jun. 1895

13 Nov. 1916 –
21 Jun. 1919

England &
France

27 Oct. 1918 –
9 Jan. 1919

DAH (Disordered
Action of the Heart)

Eleanor Gordon

11 Mar. 1890

14 Mar. 1916 – 10
May 1919

England &
France

28 Aug. 1918 –
17 Sep. 1918

Debility /
Neurasthenia

Janet B.
Groshow

3 Nov. 1860

27 Nov. 1916 – 7
Jun. 1919

England &
France

8 Jun. 1918 –
2 Jul. 1918

Debility

Kathleen M.
Hastey

9 Jul. 1888

England &
France

21 Jun. 1918 –
4 Jul. 1918

Nervous Debility

Marguerite
Hicks

26 Nov. 1892

5 May 1915 – 14
Apr. 1919
17 Jul. 1916 – 21
Mar. 1918 &

England &
France

22 May 1918 –
24 Jul. 1918

Nervous Debility /
Neurasthenia

Mary C. Hirsch

16 Dec. 1886

England &
France

13 Jun. 1918 –
28 Aug. 1918

Debility

Helen Noble

14 Mar. 1888

17 Aug. 1916 –
14 May 1919

England &
France

13 Jul. 1918 –
1 Feb. 1919

Nervous Debility

Helen V. Petrie

13 Jul. 1888

25 Apr. 1917 – 5
Apr. 1919

21 Jun. 1918 –
5 Jul. 1918

Nervous Debility

Constance S. Y.
Philip

24 Jan. 1876

14 Mar. 1915 – 21
May 1919

England &
France
Canada,
England &
France

29 Nov. 1918 –
29 Dec. 1918

Debility

Georgina F.
Pope

1 Jan. 1862

10 Aug. 1917 –
26 Nov. 1918**

Canada,
England &
France

Nettie Shearer

9 Mar. 1880

6 Mar. 1917 – 23
Mar. 1920

Canada,
England &
France

Rose Anna StArnaud

15 Jul. 1888

24 Sep. 1914 – 12
Aug. 1919
1 Dec. 1916 – 22
Feb. 1919
11 Jun. 1916 – 17
Apr. 1919

Helen Arnoldi

Gladys R.
Wallace
Ion Katherine
Wishart

25 Oct. 1889
21 Jul. 1891

13 Apr. 1918 – 19
Sep. 1918
1 May 1917 –
3 Jan. 1920

25 Aug. 1918 –
8 Oct. 1918 &
19 Nov. 1918 –
26 Nov. 1918

Diagnosis

Nervous Debility /
Shell Shock

4 Jul. 1918 –
15 Jul. 1918

Debility / Nervous
Debility

England &
France

29 Mar. 1918 –
3 May 1918

Nervous Debility /
Neurasthenia

England &
France
England &
France

29 Aug. 1918 –
9 Sep. 1918
4 Jun. 1918 –
4 Jul. 1918

Nervous Shock /
Neurasthenia

Neurasthenia

*
The information shown in this table has been pulled directly from the personnel files of each nurse available
online on the Library and Archives Canada website.

Pope had been in the CAMC Nursing Service since its inception in 1907 and had been serving with the
Canadian military since the South African War. The date of 10 August 1917 corresponds to when she was
finally taken on strength in England, commencing her overseas service. Before then, she served in Canada.
**
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neurasthenia, nervous debilities and the canadian
nurses
Neurasthenia, as a concept and a diagnosis, was first introduced by
American neurologist George M. Beard in 1880, partially in reaction
to studies of the illness in the civilian populace, notably with regard
to train wrecks, and also as part of his general reflections on the
modern world.6 The term neurasthenia implied a nervous debility
that manifested itself as the result of traumatic circumstances
produced by modern technology and the rapidly changing world.
Proposing that people possessed various thresholds of tolerance
to nervous breakdowns, Beard stated that traumatic experiences
gradually compiled and, when certain people reached their limit,
provoked a mental collapse. Humankind, though it had embraced
technological advancements, was still learning to cope with its
destructive possibilities. Neurasthenia was a side effect of the
process—it was the fracturing of the human mind in the face of
unfathomed disaster.7
As further studies building upon Beard’s theory were conducted
on the causes for neurasthenia in various groups, theories and
treatments to mend the mental state of sufferers appeared. Rest cure,
pioneered by American neurologist Silas Weir Mitchell during the
American Civil War (1861-1865) for the treatment of nostalgia, was
the most effective treatment for neurasthenia. The patient was isolated
from any excessive physical or mental stimulation and they were to
rest, eat to their heart’s content and exercise moderately. In many
cases, exercise was entirely omitted and the muscles were stimulated
through massages or electrotherapy within the confines of spa resort
hotels.8 Eventually, rest cure also came to include talk therapy, either
in private sessions with a physician or in group settings. However,
the point was not to provide support so much as to convince the
patients of their irrationality by negating their perceived feelings and
emphasising the need to regain a mastery of self.9

6  
Mark O. Humphries, A Weary Road: Shell Shock in the Canadian Expeditionary
Force, 1914-1918 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2018), 17.
7  
Terry Copp and Mark O. Humphries, Combat Stress in the 20th Century: The
Commonwealth Perspective (Kingston: Canadian Defence Academy Press, 2010), 6.
8  
Copp and Humphries, Combat Stress in the 20th Century, 10.
9  
Humphries, A Weary Road, 20.
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The use and application of the term neurasthenia began to change
at the turn of the century as modern technology was integrated
into warfare. Neurasthenia in soldiers changed the way the illness
was perceived by medical communities across the English-speaking
world: it suggested that even battle-hardened men, the apex of male
virility, were susceptible to nervous breakdowns caused by modern
technology.10 This understanding of nervous debilities led British
medical officers to adopt rest cure as the standard treatment for
neurasthenia during the South African War (1899-1902) after an
investigation by a War Office committee concluded that battlefield
conditions were responsible for the growing incidence of neurasthenia
among soldiers.11
A diagnosis of neurasthenia was almost exclusively reserved for
men suffering from a nervous debility.12 Though the idea of mental
illness was shrouded in controversy and heavily debated in the
medical field, it was more easily accepted in men. By contrast, women
were diagnosed as “hysterical,” conforming to the belief that insanity
was biologically woven into their DNA.13 The issue at hand was the
possibility of recovery. If a woman left a horrible train wreck in
emotional distress, it was because, as an inferior being, she had always
lacked control of her wits, while a man in the same situation had
been overwhelmed by the awe-inspiring power of modern technology.
This implied that a man possessed the means to recover from his
trauma while a woman could only succumb to her true nature.14 It
was believed nearly impossible for a woman to recover from trauma
because she was biologically prevented from doing so.
As female nurses were sought out to manage the flood of wounded
soldiers, from as early as the Crimean War (1853-1856), neurologists
and early psychologists reflected upon neurasthenia, hysteria and
the gendering of mental illness. However, it was not until the First
World War, when women were mobilised on an unprecedented scale
to assist military medical units, that these conceptions truly began
to be challenged. Perhaps the women who served in modern wars and
Humphries, A Weary Road, 21.
Humphries, A Weary Road, 27.
12  
Humphries, A Weary Road, 18.
13  
Wendy Mitchinson, “Hysteria and Insanity in Women: A Nineteenth-Century
Canadian Perspective,” Journal of Canadian Studies/Revue d’études canadiennes
21, 3 (1986): 89.
14  
Mitchinson, “Hysteria and Insanity in Women,” 89.
10  
11  
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returned home troubled and shaken were not necessarily hysteric but
neurasthenic, meaning they were not personally culpable for their
condition and were not suffering from mental illness simply because
they were women.15
Before the First World War, women only served sparingly in
armed conflicts. Canadian nurses were directly recruited for the
first time for service in the South African War. Four positions were
initially available in 1899 then four more were added in 1900, with the
total positions increasing to twelve in 1901.16 The South African War
was an important formative experience for the British and Canadian
armies as it demonstrated the growing importance of a well-developed
medical corps to handle the devastation of modern wars. Following
the war, both armies opted to officially create a medical corps in
preparation for the next conflict. The Canadian Army, particularly
impressed by the efficiency and level-headedness of the nurses who
served in South Africa, chose to create a permanent nursing service
within the Canadian Army Medical Corps (CAMC) and further gave
its nurses the starting officer rank of lieutenant.17 Georgina Fane Pope,
who had served in South Africa, became the first Matron-in-Chief of
the CAMC’s nursing service in 1906.18 She, alongside Nursing Sister
(NS) Margaret Macdonald, built up the nursing service by creating
a reserve of military nurses which they personally trained. However,
by 1914, the nursing service only comprised eighty members, five
of whom were permanent staff.19 Though Macdonald warned her
superiors that this was insufficient to provide proper medical help
in the event of a large-scale war, no further funds were allocated to
increase the size of the nursing service.20
When the First World War began in August 1914 and Britain
requested the mobilisation of the CAMC in order to staff the growing
number of military hospitals, the Canadian service called upon civilian

Copp and Humphries, Combat Stress in the 20th Century, 84.
G. W. L. Nicholson, Canada’s Nursing Sisters (Toronto: Samuel Stevens,
1975), 36-37.
17  
Cynthia Toman, Sister Soldiers of the Great War: The Nurses of the Canadian
Army Medical Corps (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 2016), 15-16.
18  
Georgina Fane Pope, “Reminiscences of Service in South Africa during the Boer
War,” The Canadian Nurse 21, 11 (1925): 569.
19  
Nicholson, Canada’s Nursing Sisters, 49.
20  
Susan Mann, Margaret Macdonald: Imperial Daughter (Montreal and Kingston:
McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2005), 74.
15  

16  
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Location of Canadian Hospitals in England. [Directorate of History and Heritage, Record of service
– Overseas Military Forces of Canada medical units]

nurses to enlist so as to meet the request for help.21 The majority of
women taken on strength had never experienced anything remotely
like war. NS Mabel Rutherford recalled that civilian nurses were
generally proficient in obstetrics, gynecology, nutrition and massage
therapy before the war.22 However, historian Cynthia Toman notes
that the rigorous standards of civilian hospitals prepared these women
for military work as their systems of operation and hierarchy were not
so dissimilar.23 Upon arriving in England, the nursing recruits were
eased into their roles. Stationed in British hospitals near London,
they acclimated to their duties for two weeks. Over the course of the
war, many Canadian nurses were sent to France while others were

Toman, Sister Soldiers of the Great War, 5.
“Interview with Lieutenant (Nursing Sister) Mabel Lucas Rutherford,” interview
by Margaret Allemang, Nursing Sisters Association of Canada, 1978, sound
recording, Textual Records 58A 1 266.2, Canadian War Museum (hereafter CWM).
23  
Toman, Sister Soldiers of the Great War, 29.
21  
22  
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retained in England to staff Canadian convalescent hospitals. Some
were sent to the Mediterranean or were put to work on hospital ships
and ambulance trains.24
While the safety of its nursing staff may have been at the forefront
of the CAMC’s concerns, the nursing sisters were all made to sign final
declarations of their wills before going overseas in recognition of the
unpredictable dangers of war. Ultimately, sixty-one Canadian nurses
died during the First World War from various illnesses, unfortunate
accidents and, significantly, enemy attacks.25

possible causes for neurasthenia: wards and living
quarters
The living and working conditions at general and stationary
hospitals at the start of the war were difficult and unlike anything
that the nurses had experienced before. The orderly and sanitary
environments to which most were accustomed were replaced by
dingy tents, muddy floors and unrelenting swarms of pest. The
tents were noisy, cramped and cold and most nurses hardly slept
during their first few weeks in France, normally only finding sleep
from utter exhaustion.26 An icy draft persisted during the colder
seasons, forcing the nurses to wear several layers of clothes to stay
warm.27 Powerful storms threatened to uproot the tents entirely

Medical stations were organised in tiers: wounded soldiers were first taken to
dressing stations just behind the front for first aid, then to a casualty clearing station
a few kilometres away where they were prepared for evacuation from the front
and then they were sent either to a stationary or general hospital via ambulance
where most recovered. Stationary hospitals possessed a lower bed capacity than
general hospitals. These hospitals often moved to areas with high admission rates
to assist the general hospitals or to support initiatives on new fronts such as in
the Mediterranean during August 1915. Those requiring specialised care or delicate
surgeries were evacuated to convalescent hospitals in England. See Toman, Sister
Soldiers of the Great War, 18.
25  
Dianne Dodd, “Canadian Military Nurse Deaths in the First World War,”
Canadian Bulletin of Medical History 34, 2 (2017): 339.
26  
Susan Mann, ed., The War Diary of Clare Gass, 1915-1918 (Montreal and
Kingston: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2000), 78.
27  
“Diary of a nursing sister,” 16 August 1918 to 10 March 1919, Textual Records
58A 1 264.2, CWM.
24  
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and, in some cases, did.28 These conditions might very well have
contributed to the development of neurasthenia among some nurses
through physical exhaustion.
It was not uncommon for the Canadian nurses to manage over
fifty patients with inadequate resources and scarcely any additional
help from orderlies.29 NS Mabel Rutherford once had “three huts with
thirty patients in each hut. [She] was the only nurse.”30 She only had
one orderly to help her, but “he wasn’t much of an orderly. In fact,
when I was very busy and hunting for him, I found him asleep in
one of the cupboards.”31 Sometimes, the workload was so intense that
nurses were hurried back from leave as indicated by an entry in NS
Clare Gass’s diary on 2 July 1916: “A report today says that Etaples
& Camiers got big convoys last night[.] We are making preparations
for a great rush & all leave has been cancelled.”32
In the case of the sampled nurses, medical examiners noted
that Nursing Sisters Rose Anna St-Arnaud and Helen Arnoldi, both
diagnosed with nervous debility in 1918, had had “long and strenuous
duties in France” and were “[r]un down after hard duty,” respectively.33
St-Arnaud first suffered from exhaustion in 1916, a medical examiner
noting that she had been continuously working since being taken on
strength in 1914 up to August 1916 with little to no rest time. He
noted: “[a]t that time […] she reported sick, complaining of pains
and weakness in the back, and also of general weakness, which she
attributed to physical strain.”34 She relapsed in 1918 and was sent to
Northwood. Arnoldi had also been granted scarcely any leave since
the start of her service in January 1916, receiving only one leave
from 28 September to 14 October 1917.35 Until her admission to the
28  
R. C. Fetherstonhaugh, No. 3 Canadian General Hospital (McGill), 1914-1919
(Montreal: The Gazette Printing Company, 1928), 30.
29  
Voluntary Aid Detachment nurses were semi-skilled or unskilled women
who volunteered their services to assist the CAMC and orderlies were typically
convalescing soldiers or medical students who helped the nurses.
30  
“Interview with Lieutenant (Nursing Sister) Mabel Lucas Rutherford,” Textual
Records 58A 1 266.2, CWM.
31  
“Interview with Lieutenant (Nursing Sister) Mabel Lucas Rutherford,” Textual
Records 58A 1 266.2, CWM.
32  
Mann, The War Diary of Clare Gass, 128.
33  
Personnel Records of the First World War, Rose Anna St-Arnaud, RG 150,
Accession 1992-93/166, Box 8591 – 26, LAC; and Personnel Records of the First
World War, Helen Arnoldi, RG 150, Accession 1992-93/166, Box 246 – 44, LAC.
34  
Rose Anna St-Arnaud personnel file, LAC.
35  
Helen Arnoldi personnel file, LAC.
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Canadian Red Cross X Special Hospital in Buxton on 21 June 1918,
she had been chiefly working in Étaples, France—commonly referred
to as a “hospital city” due to the fact that it was shared by several
military hospitals of various Allied forces.36 Thus, both nursing sisters
had been contending with difficult work environments and an intense
workflow for two years before suffering from exhaustion.
Two more of the fifteen studied nurses were diagnosed with a
nervous debility caused in part by stress and exhaustion. Interestingly,
Nursing Sisters Marguerite Hicks and Constance S. Y. Philip developed
their ailments from serving in England under conditions that were
generally more hospitable and tolerable than the ones in France.37
Nevertheless, their cases show that distance from the front did not
necessarily alleviate their workload nor any associated stresses.
NS Marguerite Hicks was diagnosed with neurasthenia in
November 1917. Her medical examiner cited the strain of her service
as a cause for her deteriorated state, noting: “She has been nursing
[…] in England, and has had no leave during that time. […] She has
been sleeping badly, has found herself crying for no reason whatever,
has headaches, [and] feels faint several times a day.”38 Hicks was
working at the Ramsgate Hospital in southern England, exposed to
severely wounded soldiers in prolonged states of recovery. Hosting
up to 700 beds, Ramsgate was consistently at capacity which meant
a lot of work for the nursing sisters.39 This demanding workload in
addition to the frequent air raids on Ramsgate throughout 1917 were
responsible for the development of Hicks’s nervous debility.
NS Constance S. Y. Philip developed a nervous debility from her
time working at the CRXSH in Buxton. Medical examiners noted
26 November 1918 as the date of origin of her debility caused by
active service conditions, though they omitted any possible catalysts.
They also judged that she was seventy per cent disabled and they

Sir Andrew Macphail, Official History of the Canadian Forces in the Great War,
1914-19: The Medical Services (Ottawa: F. A. Acland, 1925), 243.
37  
Toman, Sister Soldiers of the Great War, 73.
38  
Personnel Records of the First World War, Marguerite Hicks, RG 150, Accession
1992-93/166, Box 4326 – 14, LAC.
39  
Record of Service – Overseas Military Forces of Canada Medical Units, Princess
Patricia’s Canadian Red Cross Hospital, accessed March 2020, http://www.cmp-cpm.
forces.gc.ca/dhh-dhp/his/le-lr/medical/Princess%20Patricia’s%20Canadian%20
Red%20Cross%20Hospital%20(Ramsgate).jpg.
36  
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recommended Philip be invalided to Canada for six months of rest.40
Upon consulting the war diary of the CRXSH, it would seem that
Philip had likely become exhausted because the month of November
1918 was much busier than usual for the hospital. The number of
patients increased from 176 to 249 which meant each nurse, of which
there were 13, had about 20 patients to themselves.41 The Canadian
nursing sisters were subjected to grueling workloads that demanded
much of them mentally and physically. Even with the Armistice, the
work still was exhausting for many nurses.

possible causes for neurasthenia: mangled bodies and
familiar faces
The Canadian nursing sisters were discouraged from showing that
they were affected by the lamentable state of their charges; they had
to remain strong and stoic but sympathetic, especially to the dying.42
This was not always easy, however. Some, like NS Helen Fowlds,
felt that death was a more merciful fate for the wounded soldier in
some instances, expressing in a letter to her mother on 16 March
1915: “the kindest thing we can hope for our boys is that they’ll
be killed instantly and spared all this[.]”43 Fowlds’s sentiment is a
testament to the emotional stress and pain of caring for gruesomely
wounded soldiers. Those who could not remain composed or who
chose to be honest with their feelings could be reprimanded by their
superiors and peers.44 Thus, nurses who developed neurasthenia or
a nervous debility from their repeated interactions with mangled
soldiers seldom admitted to it. NS St-Arnaud only spoke of how
she had been affected by what she had witnessed when she was

Personnel Records of the First World War, Constance S. Y. Philip, RG 150,
Accession 1992-93/166, Box 7787 – 47, LAC.
41  
War Diary, Canadian Red Cross Special Hospital, Buxton, November 1918, RG 9
III-D-3, vol. 5040, LAC.
42  
Department of Militia and Defence, Instructions for Members of Canadian Army
Medical Corps Nursing Service (When Mobilized) (London: Vacher & Sons, LTD,
1917), 5.
43  
Helen Fowlds, letter to her Mother, 16 March 1915, Helen Marryat fonds, 69-001,
series I, box I – II, Trent University Archives.
44  
Carol Acton and Jane Potter, “‘These frightful sights would work havoc with
one’s brain’: Subjective Experience, Trauma, and Resilience in the First World War
Writings by Medical Personnel,” Literature and Medicine 30, 1 (2012): 64.
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institutionalised at Ste. Anne’s Military Hospital in Montreal in
1919 during a therapy session.45
Listening to the tragic and horrific tales of their wards allowed a
glimpse into the world of trench warfare. These stories amplified the
nurses’ fears of the terrible fate that might have befallen their loved
ones. Indeed, many Canadian nurses had joined the nursing service
in part to be closer to and protect the men in their lives who had
enlisted as soldiers. For instance, NS Clare Gass joined the nursing
service partly because two of her brothers had joined the army and
two more, who lied about their ages, were in the process of enlisting.
She also had a cousin who had enlisted with whom she might have
been romantically involved.46 NS Laura Holland had a cousin initially
serving in the CAMC as an ambulance driver and then as a pilot with
the Royal Flying Corps.47 NS Helen Fowlds had two brothers, Donald
and Eric, who had also enlisted with the Canadian Expeditionary
Force in September 1914 and May 1916, respectively.48
Eventually, all three women received dreadful news concerning
their loved ones. On 13 May 1916, Gass was informed that her
brother Cyril had been wounded by shellfire. The anxiety and stress
that such news caused was recorded in her diary. She frantically
searched for Cyril, questioning other soldiers from his battalion to
learn of his fate and to locate his hospital until she eventually learned
of his whereabouts.49 On 12 April 1917, Gass was informed that her
brother Blanchard went missing in action at the beginning of the
Vimy offensive and was later presumed dead. Ten days later, she
learned that her cousin also had been killed at around the same time
in the same offensive.50 Holland was informed in May 1917 that her
cousin was reported missing after his airplane crashed behind enemy
lines.51 In July 1917 she was relieved to learn that he had been taken
prisoner. The letter that she sent to her mother with the news was

Rose Anna St-Arnaud personnel file, LAC.
Mann, The War Diary of Clare Gass, 288.
47  
Andrea McKenzie, War-Torn Exchanges: The Lives and Letters of Nursing Sisters
Laura Holland and Mildred Forbes (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press,
2016), 161.
48  
Helen Fowlds, “A Canadian Nurse in World War I: About Helen’s Brothers…,”
Helen Marryat fonds, 69-001, series I, box I – II, Trent University Archives.
49  
Mann, The War Diary of Clare Gass, 120.
50  
Mann, The War Diary of Clare Gass, 165-66.
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surprisingly gleeful, but her reasoning was a testament to the stress
of having a loved one at the front:
What a relief to Uncle to hear something definite - & really in my
heart of hearts, now that we know the boy is alive, I think it is the very
best thing that could have happened, for it is the only chance a Pilot
in a single-seated fighting machine has of being alive after the war.
And while the boy may have hardships to contend with, the R.F.C.
[Royal Flying Corps] people have less than most from all accounts, &
more liberty.52

Holland remained hopeful he had been interned in one of the “good”
German prisoner of war camps.53
Helen Fowlds’s brother, Donald, was killed in action on 9
October 1918. In a letter to her father written on 22 October 1918,
she lamented his death and wrote about her grief. In spite of her
pain, Fowlds felt that knowing the fate of her brother was better
than if it had remained unknown: “‘Missing’ is so very much worse,
and one’s feelings are so wrought up over possibilities of their being
wounded and lying out there or in those vile German prisons, that I
feel we have been spared the greatest sorrow this war can cause.”54
The loss of a loved one and the accompanying grief could serve to
further wear down a nurse who was already managing difficult work
in challenging environments.

possible causes for neurasthenia: fear of death
For the most part, Allied hospitals on the Western Front were located
near port towns because it was more convenient to evacuate patients
to England for further care.55 There, nurses laboured relatively safe
from enemy assaults, but the evolving use of aircraft as the war
progressed gradually blurred the lines of proximity to the front.

McKenzie, War-Torn Exchanges, 186. Emphasis in original.
McKenzie, War-Torn Exchanges, 183.
54  
Fowlds, letter to her Father, 22 October 1918, Helen Marryat fonds, 69-001, series
I, box I – II, Trent University Archives.
55  
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On the night of 19 May 1918 at around 10:00 pm, German aircraft
flew over Étaples and bombed the hospital city. The Germans first
dropped a number of incendiary bombs, hitting the men’s, sisters’ and
officers’ sleeping quarters and setting numerous fires.56 The second
wave of German aircraft used the fires as beacons to dive in closer
to machine gun those attempting to rescue the wounded. At the time
of the attack, No. 1 Canadian General Hospital was estimated to
have more than 1,000 patients, 300 of whom suffered from broken
femurs which heavily impaired their mobility.57 The raid resulted in
the immediate deaths of one officer, one nursing sister (Katherine M.
Macdonald), one “other rank” and fifty-one patients. Another officer
was wounded as were six nursing sisters, two of whom eventually died
from their wounds, forty-five “other ranks” and thirty-one patients.58
Nursing Sisters Ion Katherine Wishart and Georgina Dean Long
were wounded in the attack. As roommates, they experienced the
raid together and gave a joint eyewitness account to a reporter for
Toronto’s Globe. Wishart described a scene after they had left their
quarters: “A second bomb came […] when I had had a few splinters
already from the first. I saw this second bomb sizzling a few feet away,
expecting every moment it would burst into big flames. I don’t know
if it did, for I got away, helping at the same time to drag a patient
who had had shrapnel through the lung.”59 Long later mentioned to a
different reporter that she and Wishart had been with NS Katherine
M. MacDonald when she died.60 Both were then sent to the CRXSH
in Buxton to recover from their wounds. While Long was sent back
to Canada due to the severity of her injuries, Wishart remained in
England to recover from the trauma of her experience.61
In the nights following the attack, all medical staff and patients
were ordered to sleep in the nearby woods, hoping that the trees

War Diary, 1st Canadian General Hospital, 20 May 1918, RG 9 III-D-3, vol. 5034,
LAC.
57  
Macphail, The Medical Services, 244.
58  
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would provide cover and protection from any further raids. Equipped
with a blanket, a pillow and a helmet, NS Luella Denton described
waiting out the nights in clothes that she had not changed in five
days. She and her colleagues also cared for the wounded in the woods
and grieved her dead and wounded colleagues. Her grief was made
more tragic by the fact that NS Gladys M. M. Wake had recently
died in her care.62
At midnight on 29 May 1918, yet another Canadian hospital, No.
3 Canadian Stationary Hospital in Doullens, fell victim to an enemy
air raid. This hospital was located in an old citadel with massive red
crosses on each roof and was surrounded by an empty field.63 The
deadly raid killed three more nursing sisters— Dorothy Mary Y.
Baldwin, Agnes MacPherson and Eden Lyal Pringle—among many
other victims.64 Had the raid at Étaples ten days prior been a freak
accident, by the time No. 3 Canadian Stationary Hospital went up
in flames there was no room left for doubt: military hospitals had
become targets. After these two May attacks, the German raids on
hospitals and hospital ships continued. Many more nursing sisters
developed a nervous debility as the bombings became more frequent
and intense. In fact, bombings and air raids were identified as a cause
for the neurasthenia of all fifteen studied nurses with the exception of
NS Philip whose medical reports omit any such mentions because she
had likely never experienced one.65
Though the use of terms such as “neurasthenia” and “shell shock”
had been banned by the military since 1916 to avoid abuse of the
diagnoses as derogatory for soldiers,66 they continued to qualify the
state of these nursing sisters. Aware that the diagnoses suggested that
the subject’s nervous debility was acquired and not innate, medical
examiners implicitly affirmed that so too was the nervous state of
nursing sister patients. They took into consideration the exceptional
Luella Euphemia Denton, letter to Mrs. Isabella McArthur, 26 May 1918, “A
Canadian Nursing Sister,” Grey Roots Museum and Archives, accessed May 2020,
https://greyroots.com/story/canadian-nursing-sister.
63  
War Diary, 3rd Canadian Stationary Hospital, 29 May 1918, RG 9 III-D-3, vol.
5033, LAC.
64  
Record of Service – Overseas Military Forces of Canada Medical Units, No. 3
Canadian Stationary Hospital, accessed March 2020, https://www.canada.ca/
content/dam/themes/defence/caf/militaryhistory/dhh/ledgers/medical/narrativestat3.jpg.
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circumstances and experiences of the nursing sisters preceding
their breakdowns when studying their cases, disregarding biological
conceptions. Instead, they acknowledged how one’s mental state
could deteriorate through an unrelenting work environment, difficult
living conditions, constant exposure to gruesome sights, stress related
to loved ones in danger and the sporadic terror of enemy air raids.

nursing sisters at northwood
Not one thing was responsible for the development of nervous
debilities in the Canadian nursing sisters; rather it was a combination
of many factors. Air raids proved especially overwhelming but other
nursing sisters were pushed to their limits by the effects of stress and
sheer exhaustion. To recuperate from their trauma, some women
were sent to the Canadian Red Cross X Special Hospital in Buxton
which reserved thirty-five beds for nursing sister patients in an annex
called the Northwood Hospital for Sick Sisters—the only Canadian
hospital specifically designated for the care of ailing nursing sisters.67
Their recovery process forms the subject of the following section.
The inception of Northwood is closely linked to the creation of the
CRXSH. In January 1916, the plans for the hospital were approved
and it was set to be established in the Peak Hydro Hotel, a luxurious
spa retreat. Medical and military officials planned to take advantage
of the hotel’s state-of-the-art facilities, such as Turkish baths, the only
ones of their kind in the region.68 Around the same time, the CAMC
also entertained discussions about creating a neighbouring smallerscale hospital which could function as an annex for the CRXSH.
Nursing sisters had no designated medical facilities in which to
recuperate if they were sick or hurt. At best, Lady Nancy Astor, wife
to Lord Waldorf Astor, charitably welcomed Canadian nurses into
her estates for convalescence—though only three at one time.69 For
the most part, nursing sisters were admitted to hospitals alongside
Record of Service – Overseas Military Forces of Canada Medical Units, Canadian
Red Cross Special Hospital, Buxton, accessed March 2020, http://www.cmpcpm.forces.gc.ca/dhh-dhp/his/le-lr/medical/Peak%20Hotel%20-%20Buxton%20
(Derbyshire).jpg.
68  
General correspondence, Canadian Red Cross Special Hospital, Buxton, RG 9
III-B-2, vol. 3717, file 30-13-3, LAC.
67  
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A postcard depicting the Peak Hydro Hotel, January 5, 1919. [Image courtesy of the Buxton

Museum and Art Gallery]

soldiers, although they were isolated in private areas or even housed
in the residences of the nursing sister staff.70 The CAMC decided that
this smaller-scale hospital in Buxton would be specifically designated
for the care of sick nursing sisters and would be established in the
Northwood residence.71
The routines at Northwood are either undocumented or unclear
because most information pertaining to Northwood was interwoven
in the CRXSH’s war diary. What is definitely known is that there
were generally three nurses assigned to care for, at most, thirty-five
patients, though Northwood never reached its total bed capacity even
during the influenza pandemic of 1918.72 While some patients could
remain in the hospital’s care for up to two months, the majority
stayed for about two weeks and few were ever grievously wounded
or ill. The 1918 influenza pandemic only led to the admission of five

Special Hospital, Peak Hotel, Buxton, RG 0 III-A-1, vol. 42, file 8-4-35, LAC.
Record of Service – Overseas Military Forces of Canada Medical Units, Canadian
Red Cross Special Hospital, Buxton, accessed August 2019, http://www.cmpcpm.forces.gc.ca/dhh-dhp/his/le-lr/medical/Peak%20Hotel%20-%20Buxton%20
(Derbyshire).jpg.
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nursing sister patients at various points during the year.73 Men were
not assigned to work at Northwood with the exception of doctors who
visited in the company of the working nurses. Even orderlies were
not assigned to Northwood, replaced by voluntary aid detachment
nurses.74 Few men were permitted to visit the nursing sister patients,
although prominent figures, such as Canadian Prime Minister Sir
Robert Borden, were granted access.75
In 1918, fifteen of the nursing sisters admitted to Northwood
were known to be suffering from some form of nervous debility as
documented by the medical examination sheets in their personnel
files. They were either admitted with neurasthenia or diagnosed with
it during their stay. The treatments they followed were primarily
for their nervous debility, though others, such as NS Ion Katherine
Wishart, were also treated for physical wounds sustained during air
raids.76 Other nurses not yet diagnosed with neurasthenia were also
admitted to the hospital, such as NS Georgina Dean Long. Severely
wounded on 19 May 1918 during the air raid on No. 1 Canadian
General Hospital, Long was admitted to Northwood to recover from
her injuries. With a lengthy convalescence ahead of her, she was
invalided to Canada on 10 October 1918. On 18 December 1918,
while recuperating in Toronto, medical authorities further diagnosed
that she was suffering from shell shock.77
During his visit to Northwood, Prime Minister Borden mentioned
meeting sixteen Canadian nursing sisters, among whom was Long:
I visited many of the hospitals, both in England and in France. Among
these I saw the remains of the Canadian Hospital at Etaples which had
been bombed by the Germans, and, at a Red Cross Hospital for Nurses
at Buxton, I had the privilege of seeing sixteen of the splendid women

War Diary, Canadian Red Cross Special Hospital, Buxton, 1 August 1917 to 31
March 1919, RG 9 III-D-3, vol. 5040, LAC.
74  
Nominal rolls: Canadian Red Cross Special Hospital, Buxton, RG 9 III-B-2, vol.
3734, file 9-32-19, LAC.
75  
War Diary, Canadian Red Cross Special Hospital, Buxton, 23 June 1918, RG 9
III-D-3, vol. 5040, LAC.
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who survived the barbarous attacks […] Several of them were suffering
from wounds and others from shock […].78

The CRXSH’s war diary notes that his visit took place on 23
June 1918, but suggests that Northwood should have been empty at
that time with no new admissions documented for the month of June
and all previous admissions having since been discharged.79 According
to the personnel files of the fifteen known neurasthenia cases, only
six were in convalescence at Northwood during Borden’s visit which
means that there were at least ten other nursing sisters unaccounted
for in CRXSH records and who might have been suffering from shock
or nervous debility which were undiagnosed and not recorded in the
hospital’s records.

treatment for neurasthenia and nervous debilities
As an annex, the number of patients admitted to Northwood was
included with the total of those patients admitted to the CRXSH as
were, presumably, the number and types of treatments effected each
month.80 For example, it seems very likely that the nursing sister
patients at Northwood figured among the seventy-five per cent of
overall patients who used the spa facility on a daily basis. The Peak
Hydro Hotel’s spa was segregated along gender lines long before the
Canadians requisitioned it, meaning a space was already reserved
for the women.81 In the case of the fifteen nursing sisters known to
be suffering from a form of nervous debility, twelve were treated
with rest cure, among other methods. However, the files of Nursing
Sisters Helen Noble, Nettie Illa Shearer and Gladys Robena Wallace
do not offer indications as to the treatment they followed. As such,
it is possible that all fifteen nurses followed rest cure. As the typical
“Premier Back and at Work: Sir Robert Borden Tells of Proceedings of Imperial
War Conference,” The Globe, 26 August 1918.
79  
War Diary, Canadian Red Cross Special Hospital, Buxton, 1 May 1918 to 30 June
1918, RG 9 III-D-3, vol. 5040, LAC.
80  
Record of Service – Overseas Military Forces of Canada Medical Units, Canadian
Red Cross Special Hospital, Buxton, accessed August 2019. http://www.cmpcpm.forces.gc.ca/dhh-dhp/his/le-lr/medical/Peak%20Hotel%20-%20Buxton%20
(Derbyshire).jpg.
81  
General correspondence, Canadian Red Cross Special Hospital, Buxton, RG 9
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Floorplan of the Peak Hydro Hotel’s main floor. [Library and Archives Canada RG 9 III-B-2, vol.
3717, file 30-13-3]

treatment for war-induced nervous debilities for the British and
Canadian Expeditionary Forces, the implementation of rest cure for
the nursing sisters reveals a departure from the standards a mentally
ill woman in the early twentieth century could expect. The nurses
were subjected to much the same treatment as shell-shocked soldiers,
which indicates that male medical examiners considered more than
the nurses’ gender when treating their conditions.
Rest cure at the CRXSH took many forms beyond a spa
treatment. The hospital organised dances and plays to entertain
not only the patients but hospital staff as well. According to the
hospital’s war diary, there were five concerts hosted during the month
of January 1918 among many other activities such as football games
and whist drives. On 3 April 1918, the British Red Cross hosted an
exhibition of arts and crafts at the Buxton Gardens in which the
CRXSH also participated. The entry mentioned “beautiful exhibits
of wood-carving shown from this Hospital,” suggesting woodcarving
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as one of the patients’ activities.82 Patients also enjoyed long walks
to explore the town.83 Tea parties were also hosted for the nurses of
Northwood for leisure and to welcome guests, as mentioned by NS
Clare Gass in her diary entry for 12 September 1918.84
However, nursing sister patients recovering from a nervous debility
also had work integrated into their treatment. When their condition
was deemed sufficiently improved by the CRXSH’s medical board,
efforts were made to slowly re-integrate them into the hospital staff,
first through light work around the hospital and then general work in
which they resumed the full scope of their duties as military nurses.
Some of the nurses, like NS St-Arnaud, returned to work before they
were fully mentally prepared to do so. On 10 May 1918, after two
months of convalescence in Northwood, St-Arnaud resumed her work
as a nurse but remained in Derbyshire until the end of the war.85 On
2 April 1919, her medical examiner at Ste. Anne’s Military Hospital
in Montreal noted that the only reason she was allowed to go back to
work was because she had begged the medical board to allow it “[a]
s she was very anxious to have a Royal Red Cross, although she did
not feel completely recovered (she had pains in neck, shoulders,) she
reported well and was sent to light duty, which she had done till her
return to Canada.”86
Nearly all of the fifteen nursing sisters were permitted to resume
their work. Only Georgia Ferris, Marguerite Hicks and Georgina Fane
Pope were deemed medically unfit and sent back to Canada. However,
Hicks chose to return to England in April 1918 by her own means and
demanded to be re-instated in the CAMC. Her request was granted,
but her nervous condition only worsened and on 19 September 1918
she resigned.87 Though Hicks and Pope were discharged from the army
upon their return to Canada, Ferris was almost immediately admitted
to a hospital where she was given an appendectomy. She stayed in
hospital for six more months to recuperate from the operation, treated
War Diary, Canadian Red Cross Special Hospital, Buxton, 1 August 1917 to 31
March 1919/03/31, RG 9 III-D-3, vol. 5040, LAC.
83  
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with rest cure and tonics.88 Of the remaining twelve who finished the
war until general demobilisation, only Philip, St-Arnaud and Wishart
seemingly relapsed or pursued care for their nervous debilities. On
her final medical examination on 15 May 1919, Philip was advised by
her examiner to pursue “rest therapy” at a health resort for at least
three months.89 St-Arnaud was treated for her neurasthenia at the
Royal Victoria Hospital in Halifax during the month of March 1919
then at Ste. Anne’s Military Hospital in Montreal until 11 August
1919 when she was finally transferred to the Homewood Sanatorium
in Guelph, Ontario.90 Wishart finished the war working at a military
depot in Winnipeg where she was also routinely examined for her
shell shock. She was then sent to a military hospital in Vancouver for
further treatment.91
The conditions of the First World War created unique
circumstances that defied the previous conventions of nervous
breakdowns, especially relating to women. In this instance, the
CAMC demonstrated that it understood that the traumatic effects
of war transcended gender. When NS St-Arnaud was examined on
26 April 1918 for debility, her medical examiner noted that she had
had no prewar medical problems that could explain her condition.
Rather, he listed as causes those events that had occurred during
her service: tough work at the No. 2 Canadian Stationary Hospital in
1915, contracting German measles in 1916 and a particularly rough
air raid in January 1918.92 On 28 June 1918, medical examiners
noted that NS Helen Petrie had no personal or family history with
mental illness. In fact, on 22 August she was deemed recovered from
her nervous debility and, after her final medical examination on 14
March 1919, she was found no longer mentally disabled.93 Similarly,
NS Shearer was declared fully recovered from her nervous debility
on 15 July 1918 and when she was discharged from the army on 15
November 1919, she was no longer deemed disabled.94 Male medical
Personnel Records of the First World War, Georgia Ferris, RG 150, Accession
1992-93/166, Box 3062 – 52, LAC.
89  
Constance S. Y. Philip personnel file, LAC.
90  
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examiners could not identify a prewar cause for the mental trauma
of any of the fifteen nursing sisters admitted to Northwood with
nervous debilities in 1918. None, according to their personnel files,
possessed family histories of mental illness nor were there mentions
of a family member actively suffering from mental illness. It was
understood that their conditions had resulted from their service, not
their biology—that their neurasthenia was developed through stress
and trauma. As such, the CAMC operated under the belief that its
ailing nursing sisters could recover with the proper treatment—and
they were proven correct, which further discredited the conventional
views of women’s hysteria as incurable.
The CAMC’s perceptions of women’s mental health problems
seemed generally progressive compared to prewar perspectives. It is
worth noting that the omission of degrading and biologically charged
words, such as hysterical, and victim-blaming statements in the files of
the fifteen afflicted nursing sisters indicated a growing acceptance of
debility regardless of the sex of the afflicted. Instead, medical officers
offered compassionate remarks and demonstrated devotion to their
patients. For instance, upon noticing Matron Georgina Fane Pope’s
deteriorated condition after a slew of horrible German bombings
at the start of August 1918, No. 2 Canadian Stationary Hospital’s
commanding officer, Captain (Capt.) Ferguson, quickly drafted a
letter to the commanding officer of No. 14 General Hospital, stating:
Matron Pope has been unwell for some time. She has been complaining
of dizzy spells and on examining her I find that she has a blood pressure
of 180 and a pulse of 90. The urine examination is negative and I
think the condition is purely one of age [56] with slight arteriosclerosis
probably normal for her age. The air raids of late have accen[t]uated
this condition very much and in my opinion it is dangerous for her to
continue longer here and I am admitting her to Hospital with a request
that she be evacuated to England.95

Though Capt. Ferguson emphasised arteriosclerosis as the main cause
for her ailments, the urgency with which he acted speaks perhaps to
another lingering worry, that of mental fatigue. Katherine Dewar’s
biography of Matron Pope suggests this hypothesis by accentuating
Personnel Records of the First World War, Georgina Fane Pope, RG 150, Accession
1992-93/166, Box 7901 – 51, LAC.
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how mentally and emotionally exhausting early August 1918 had
been for No. 2 Canadian Stationary Hospital. Not only was it severely
overcapacity, but it was also subjected to air raids every other day.96
The same day Ferguson sent the message, Pope was admitted to No.
14 General Hospital. The next day she was on her way to England
and admitted to a British hospital in London for ten days where
she was diagnosed with shell shock. She was then transferred to the
CRXSH and Northwood on 25 August 1918.97
Such treatment was not unique to Matron Pope. On the same
day, Capt. Ferguson wrote a second letter to the commanding officer
of No. 14 General Hospital on behalf of NS Eleanor Gordon. Unlike
in his previous letter, he did not mince words as to Gordon’s state:
“In her debilitated condition the air raids have affected her greatly
and her nervous condition is so bad at present that it is necessary
to admit her to hospital for evacuation to England.”98 Gordon, too,
was admitted to No. 14 General Hospital and left for England at
the same time as Pope. They likely travelled together, their paths
diverging when Pope was admitted to the CRXSH on 25 August,
though they soon reunited when Gordon was also admitted there four
days later. There she remained for nearly three weeks at which time
the hospital’s medical board deemed her fit to resume duty.99
The process was not as rapid for other nursing sisters who
sometimes waited a week after reporting unwell before they were
sent to England for convalescence. For instance, NS Helen Noble
developed her nervous debility while working at No. 7 Canadian
General Hospital in Étaples during the bombings at the end of May
1918. However, she was only diagnosed on 8 June 1918 with a nervous
debility and sent to England on 12 June.100 Nervously debilitated
after an air raid on 1 June 1918, NS Nettie Shearer reported her
condition to a superior officer on 7 June. She was only admitted to
No. 3 General Hospital one week later and was evacuated to England
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on 17 June.101 NS Gladys Robena Wallace reported feeling unwell
on 13 August 1918 and was admitted to No. 25 General Hospital
four days later, but she was only diagnosed with neurasthenia on
21 August and sent to England on 29 August at which point she
was admitted to CRXSH.102 Such was the evacuation standard for
neurasthenic nursing sisters.
Nurses who were discharged as a result of their conditions were
welcomed back as heroes and acclaimed as such by the public.
Whether people knew of their debilities is not known and perhaps
beside the point; it seemed clear that they had been damaged in some
way by the war. Detailing the return of NS Georgina Dean Long,
an article from the Toronto Globe set the scene: “The customary
arrangements for the reception of the train were carried out. A band
played the train in, a detachment of military police, and a guard of
honor from the C.O.T.C. [Canadian Officers’ Training Corps] were on
hand. […] The expectation of Nursing Sister Long’s friends was that
she was a cot case, and when she stepped off the train with only a
cane, she caused much pleasurable surprise.”103 Women like Nursing
Sister Long had gone above and beyond the call of duty and were
warmly welcomed upon their returns to Canada.

conclusion
Between December 1918 and January 1919, the CRXSH and
Northwood were annexed by the Granville Hospital as the general
workload decreased with the end of the war. The medical staff was
laid off in waves and redistributed to other hospitals until 26 March
1919 when the CRXSH officially closed its doors.104 Though ailing
nursing sisters were treated in a variety of military hospitals, the
Northwood Hospital for Sick Sisters was the only Canadian hospital
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specifically designated for their care. No soldiers nor local townsfolk
of any gender were ever admitted to Northwood. The reasons for
this are unstated, but it is possible that military officials sought to
isolate the nurses for the sake of their chastity as was common for
the time and perhaps also in deference to their ranks as lieutenants.
Another reason might have been to preserve the image of the nurse
as a soothing and encouraging figure.
Medical practitioners of the day considered women biologically
inferior creatures, slaves to their own emotional outbursts and
hysteria. However, within the context of the First World War, a
different and more sympathetic perspective dominated the discourse
on mental illness in women serving as nursing sisters. The Canadian
nursing sisters who served during the First World War had chosen to
undertake a stressful and difficult job. They were ordinary people who
worked tirelessly as patriotic medical professionals to save as many
soldiers as they could. They worked under stressful conditions—in
the mud and rain, fighting against pests and infection, sleeping in
frigid weather and under tents which were occasionally uprooted
by the wind—and they lived in a near constant state of fear and
stress for their loved ones and themselves. In the face of such violent
and difficult circumstances, some Canadian nursing sisters mentally
broke down. Admitted to a myriad of hospitals where they were
diagnosed as neurasthenic or having a nervous debility, fifteen of
these ailing nursing sisters were sent to the CRXSH and Northwood
in 1918 where they were treated for their condition. In spite of
their gender and the erroneous biological conceptions surrounding
mental illness, these nurses were treated within the context of their
environment. Medical examiners of the CAMC understood that the
women who came through the convalescent hospital’s doors had
experienced unspeakable trauma which eventually deteriorated their
mental health. As such, the treatment they received was hopeful and
intended to cure them.
Through the diagnosis of neurasthenia, the CAMC challenged
the status quo and took a step toward the legitimisation of curable
mental illness in women. The male officers were aware of some
women’s declining mental states and expressed their concerns by
accelerating the evacuation process to England and by validating
the manner in which their illness developed. Furthermore, with
the diagnosis came a recovery treatment very similar to the one
prescribed to shell-shocked soldiers. Some of the afflicted women were
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admitted to Northwood where they followed rest cure and were slowly
reintroduced to their work as military nurses. Many finished the war
and returned to Canada for demobilisation in 1919, while some were
discharged during the war as a result of their condition. However, of
those deemed medically unfit to pursue work, the reasons cited on
their discharge sheet always referred to the projected recovery time.
It was not that these nurses would never recover because they were
biologically predisposed to mental illness, it was that it would take
much too long and the war would likely be over by the time they were
ready to return to work.
Medical officers did not disregard the neurasthenia some
Canadian nursing sisters developed during the First World War on
account of their womanhood. Rather, praised for their bravery in the
face of adversity and death by their male colleagues, the nurses were
legitimate sufferers who had come to develop a mental illness after
many months and years of tireless service for war and country.
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